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Customs, as far as its parliamentary grant for life and for the purpose of royal 
defense of the seas and the foreign trade was customarily i.e. automatically 
given to Kings who succeeded to the throne, was a traditional token of 
harmony and reciprocity between the king and his subjects. But in the case of 
which both claim the sole and exclusive right to levy customs, namely on the 
one side the prerogative right and on the other side the parliamentary privilege, 
it changed into the symbol of conflict and collision between them. 1629’s 
parliament deferred the grant of the bill of tonnage and poundage until 
grievances which included unparliamentary taxation, billeting, arbitrary 
imprisonment and martial law over civilians, have been redressed . King did 
not cease the collection of the unparliamentary taxes by asserting the 
prerogative right to those. Commons violently passed the ‘resolutions’ which 
condemned those who levyed and paid unparliamentary taxes as a capital 
enemy of the Kingdom. Charles II, in defiance of the ‘resolutions’ ,dissolved 
parliament, and never summoned it until 1640. Under the 11years ‘Personal 
Rule’, the claim of  ‘no taxation without consent’ , namely the right of 
property of subjects, was never forgotten and reemerged in Long Parliament 
like as in 1629’s parliament. 
 
